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Abstract: -Comparison of human and mouse genomics revealed a similar long range sequences organization, and many 
genes that are orthologous between human and mouse. Alternative splicing is a very important post-transcriptional 
event leading to an increase in the transcriptome diversity. Recently, genomics studies estimate that 40–60% of human 
genes undergo alternative splicing. It is interesting to appraise the level of conservation of alternative splicing. To 
address this question, we developed a bioinformatics method to identify alternative splicing events that are conserved 
and alternative splicing events that are not conserved between human and mouse. Here we report an analysis of 3,613 
orthologous genes in human and mouse, which discover 2,628 alternative splicing events are conserved in both 
transcriptome and 2,783 alternative splicing events are not conserved. Further classification of these conserved 
alternative splicing events reveals that 239 events are due to exon skipping, 34 events are due to mutually exclusive, 
1,540 events are due to 3’ splice sites, 815 events are due to 5’ splice sites, and no events are due to intron retention. By 
comparison, non-conserved alternative splicing events reveals that 609 events are due to exon skipping, 47 events are 
due to mutually exclusive, 1,048 events are due to 3’ splice sites, 960 events are due to 5’ splice sites, and 370 events 
are due to intron retention. We combined with the human exons and mouse exons to discover the cross-species 
alternative splicing events. The cross-species alternative splicing event means that in orthologous genes, there is no 
alternative splicing event in both species and their splicing forms are distinct. We discovered 235 such events. 
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1 Introduction 
Eukaryotic genes contain stretches of DNA that usually do not 
code for protein products. These non-coding stretches, called 
introns, must be spliced out of pre-mRNA transcribed from the 
gene before the RNA can be translated into the protein. The 
protein coding parts of this splicing process accurately joins 
genes, called exons, segments into a continuous stretch of 
protein-coding mRNA. Alternative splicing (AS) the result is 
occurred when the splicing machinery (a spliceosome) 
produces different mature mRNAs from the transcript of a 
gene [1-3]. 

Comparative analysis of ESTs and cDNAs with genomic 
DNA predict a high frequency of alternative splicing in human 
and mouse genes. However, the extent of alternative splicing   
conservation among mammals is still being discussed [4-6]. If 
an alternative splicing event is conserved in both human and 
mouse, and thus more likely to be biologically significant and 
provides some advantage to the organisam. However, if an 
alternative splicing event in one species is not conserved in the 
other species, it can also be functional, representing exons 
created after the divergence of the human and the mouse 
lineages. It is interesting to assess the level of conservation of 
alternative splicing. 
 The conservation of alternative splicing events in human 
and mouse can be classified according to comparison result. 
We would like to discover three types of comparison result. If 
an alternative splicing event in one species and it also exists in 
other species, the event is called a conserved alternative 
splicing event (CAS events). If there is an alternative splicing 
event in one species and there is only one form in other species, 
the event is called a non-conserved alternative splicing event 
(NCAS events). We combined with the human exons and 
mouse exons to discover the cross-species alternative splicing 
events (CSA events). The cross-species alternative splicing 
event means event that in orthologous genes, there is no 
alternative splicing event in both species and their splicing 
forms are distinct. On the other words, if we combine exons 
and splicing events of two species, it looks like there is one 
alternative splicing event in this combination.  
 

2 Materials 
The all EST sequences were downloaded from NCBI 
(ftp://ftp.ncbi.nih.gov/repository/dbEST/gzipped/dbEST.repor
ts.date.no.gz). As of FEB 14, 2004; the dbEST database has 
nearly 5.1 million human ESTs and 3.7 million mouse ESTs.  
Human and mouse genomic sequences retrieved from NCBI 
contig build 34(genbank format) and build 31, respectively 
(ftp://ftp.ncbi.nih.gov/genbank/genomes). Gene information 
and mRNA sequences were fetched from NCBI RefSeq 
project [7]. 
We used the information about alternative splicing from 
Avatar (a value added transcriptome database) [8]. Briefly, the 

database filters the expressed sequences that may be 
contaminated, so only ESTs alignments with similarity scores 
greater than 94% and contained canonical introns were used 
for further alternative splicing analysis. In Avatar, authors 
used the alignment result from expressed sequences aligning 
to the genome generated by MUGUP [9] to detect the 
alternative splicing sites.  
The five classes are including exon skipping, mutually 
exclusive, alternative 3' splice site, and alternative 5' splice site. 
Using these data, there were 4,124 and 1,351 alternative exon 
skipping sites; 536 and 131 mutually exclusive sites; 11,479 
and 6,260 alternative 3' splice site; 8,010 and 3,682 alternative 
5' splice site and 16,267 and 3,518 retained intron identified in 
human and mouse orthologous pairs, respectively. 

We used the orthologous pairs between human and 
mouse genes from a reciprocal best match relationship 
according to annotation in the Homology Map database [10]. 
There are 9,136 orthologous pairs in the Homology Map 
database. 

 

3 Methods 
Our method is carried out in three main steps: First we choose 
carefully the orthologous genes pairs for further analysis. 
Second we identified orthologous exons between human and 
mouse by the results of the first step. Then we discovered 
CAS events � NCAS events and CSA events by the results of 
the second step. Due to page limitation, we only describe our 
method for exon skipping events. Methods of other types of 
alternative splicing events are similar and omitted. 
 

3.1.Preprocessing phase 
In the preprocessing phase, we would show how to choose the 
orthologous genes pairs for further analysis. Based on the 
Homology Map catalog of gene pairs that are orthologous 
between human and mouse, we searched for these 9,136 gene 
names in Avatar (fetched from NCBI RefSeq project) and 
7,078 human genes can be found.  
For those genes were not found in Avatar, 324 matched with 
18,729 HGNC gene aliases file [12] and were thus taken as 
additional genes sets. The genes corresponding to these 7,402 
(= 7,078 + 324) pairs were examined for occurrence in mouse 
gene name sets (obtained from NCBI RefSeq project). We 
searched 7,402 human gene names in Avatar and 6807 human 
genes can be found in mouse gene lists. 

3.2.Mapping phase 
To identify orthologous exons between human and mouse, we 
used pairs of genes reported as reciprocal best matches in the 
Homology Map. For all target orthologous gene pairs, we first 
identified their corresponding exons in Avatar. 
To match the orthologous exons between the homology gene 
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pairs, we used Sim4 [10] to align exons of each human gene 
with exons of the orthologous mouse genes. The acceptable 
match had to cover at least 80% of each exon tags and the 
sequence identity in this region had to exceed 80%. Here we 
identified a orthologous exon map between each orthologous 
gene. Among these human exon tags, 69,069 exons (3,613 
genes) were matched successfully onto mouse exon tags. 
There are several reasons for the phenomenon of exons 
missing (corresponding orthologous exons haven’t been 
found). It may cause by only few ESTs covering the 
corresponding orthologous genes. Or, the huge mutation rate 
for specific exons may cause the lower similarity which under 
our criterion. 

3.3.Discovering conserved exon skipping 
events (CES events) and non-conserved 
exon skipping events (NCES events) 

An exon skipping event must contain both the internal exon 
and the two flanking exons. We denominate the form 
including the middle exon as Form I. Besides, one sequence 
that contained the two flanking exons but skipped the middle 
one, and we denominate the form skipping the middle exon as 
Form II. We can use the exon information of orthologous exon 
map and human and mouse exon skipping lists to discover the 
conserved exon skipping (CES) events and the non-conserved 
exon skipping (NCES) events. An example is shown in Figure 
1. The non-conserved exon skipping event means that there is 
an exon skipping event in one species and there is only one 
form in the other species. How we know there is only one form? 
There must be enough ESTs supporting one form and no any 
ESTs supporting the other one. 

 
Figure 1. (a) A CES event in the EVL-Evl gene pair. (b) A 
NCES event in the  FLJ10460 -2410007P03Rik gene pair. 
 
We detected 239 CES events. If the quantity of ESTs was not 
considered, we detected 1,501 NCES events. If only the cases 
at least ten ESTs support one form and no EST support the 
other form is considered as non-conservation, we detected 609 
NCES events. Consider the cases that we could not classify 
them as CES or NCES events. They can also be functional. 
The missing forms are potentially occurred in another species. 
The predictions can be confirmed by using RT-PCR or 
microarray in the future. 

4 Result 
In this study, we have performed genome-wide alternative 
splicing analysis for both mouse and human conservation and 

non-conservation. 
The data set (Avatar) of transcript-confirmed constitutively 
and alternatively spliced introns and exons from human and 
mouse was done through careful spliced alignment of genome 
and transcript sequences (EST and mRNA). In Table 1, we list 
the number of CAS events with different AS class. In Table 2, 
we list the number of NCAS events with different AS class 
and different numbers of supported ESTs. In Table 3 and 
Table 4 we list the number of CSA events with different forms 
and different numbers of support ESTs. 
 
Table 1 .The number of CAS events with different AS class. 
 

Class 
No. of 
supported 
ESTs 

Exon 
Skipping 

3' 
splice 
site 

5' 
splice 
site 

Mutually 
exclusive 

Retained 
intron Total 

CAS �1 239 1,540 815 34 0 2,628 
 
 
Table 2. The number of NCAS events with different AS class 
and different numbers of supporting ESTs. 
 

Class 
No. of 
supported 
ESTs 

Exon 
Skipping 

3' 
splice 
site 

5' 
splice 
site 

Mutually 
exclusive 

Retained 
intron Total 

NCAS �1 1,501 2,961 2,433 47 370 7,312 
NCAS �10 609 1,048 960 21 145 2,783 

 
Table 3. The number of CSA events (Human Form I + Mouse 
Form II) with different numbers of supporting ESTs. 
 

Class Form  No. of supporting 
ESTs No. 

CSA Human Form I + Mouse Form II �1 2,357 
CSA Human Form I + Mouse Form II �5 354 
CSA Human Form I + Mouse Form II   �10 122 

 
Table 4. The number of CSA events (Human Form II + Mouse 
Form I) with different numbers of supporting ESTs. 
 

Class Form  
No. of 
supporting 
ESTs 

No. 

CSA Human Form II + Mouse Form I �1 2,363 
CSA Human Form II + Mouse Form I �5 269 
CSA Human Form II + Mouse Form I   �10 113 

 
 

5 Conclusions 
We have performed genome-wide alternative splicing analysis 
for both mouse and human. The work presented here shown 
that the sets of conserved alternative splicing events and 
non-conserved alternative splicing events between human and 
mouse. We also have discovered cross-species alternative 
splicing events that one form from human and the other form 
from mouse. Such events looks extremely diverse expression, 
maybe these events are associated with exon creation and/or 
loss during evolution. In addition, we measured the conserved 
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alternative splicing events according their level of expression. 
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